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Feed

● Are you a dog lover looking for a new furry friend? Look no further than Pedigree Fosterverse! Our
3.0 foster home in the metaverse has plenty of pups waiting to be adopted. Plus, every adoption
helps real-life dogs in need. So why wait? Visit us and give a deserving dog the home they
deserve.

● Don't just sit there - visit Pedigree Fosterverse! Our 3.0 foster home in the metaverse has plenty of
adorable pups waiting to be adopted. Plus, every adoption helps real-life dogs get the love and
care they deserve. So why wait? Come see us and give a deserving dog the forever home they
deserve.

● Looking for a new furry companion? Check out Pedigree Fosterverse! Our 3.0 foster home in the
metaverse has plenty of pups waiting to be adopted. Plus, every adoption helps support real-life
dogs in need. So why wait? Visit us and join the virtual tail-wagging fun today!

● Ready to join the Pedigree Fosterverse family? Our 3.0 foster home in the metaverse is the perfect
place to find your new furry companion. Plus, every adoption helps support real-life dogs in need.
So why wait? Visit us and start your journey to canine happiness today!

● Fostering a dog isn’t a lifetime commitment, it's just a commitment to save one life. Now you can
foster as many as you want in the Metaverse! No responsibilities, no messes. Check out the
PEDIGREE® FOSTERVERSE™ initiative to find a real rescue dog to foster in Decentraland.

● Who says you can’t do good in the world from the comfort of your mom’s basement? Now you can
foster a dog in the Metaverse to help them get adopted in real life! Check out the PEDIGREE®
FOSTERVERSE™ initiative to find a real rescue dog to foster in Decentraland.

● The best online dating app hack of 2023! Now you can foster a dog in the Metaverse to help them
get adopted in real life. No responsibilities, no messes. Check out the PEDIGREE® FOSTERVERSE™
initiative to find a real rescue dog to foster in Decentraland.

● Pedigree just sh*t all over your excuses. Now you can foster a dog in the Metaverse to help them
get adopted in real life with their FOSTERVERSE™ initiative.

● No puppy pads? No problem. Now you can foster a dog in the Metaverse to help them get
adopted in real life with PEDIGREE® FOSTERVERSE™.

Conversation

● Explore and support the furry friends in Pedigree's Fosterverse, help them get adopted in real life.

● Meet your next furry friend in the Pedigree Fosterverse, adopt them in real life.

● Meet the pets of Pedigree's Fosterverse. Share or rescue to support the good bois of
Decentraland.

https://www.pedigree.com/


● “It’s like a dog cafe, but in the metaverse.” | Meet the real good bois seeking new homes in the
Fosterverse.


